the smart welcome for your guests

THE GREAT SYMPHONY
OF HOSPITALITY
AN OVERVIEW

WHAT IS YOUR RESERVATION
AND WHY YOU WILL FIND IT
VERY USEFUL

Your Reservation is the first reception suite
for the hotel concierge that symphonically
combines ways of direct marketing,
techniques of up and cross selling and
customer satisfaction.
Your Reservation allows you to manage the
relationship with the clients, before, during
and after their hotel stay, enhancing the
image of the accommodation and promoting
offers and services capable of increasing the
occupancy rate and the performance of the
individual customer.

Everything in a way that is almost completely
automatic.

THE MUSIC STARTS
WITH AN EMAIL

The welcoming Email

With Your Reservation you can
automatically send your guests an email
that summarises the principle details
of the booking. Both the text and the
graphics have a professional aspect, they
are completely customisable and do not
require any delegated intervention on
behalf of the concierge.
The email of invite to the guest points
them towards entering a personalised
area, a highly informative area dedicated
to the welcome that Your Reservation
creates from time to time for each
booking.

The 3rd level Do

WHAT CONTENTS ARE PRESENT IN THE EMAIL?
• The logo of your hotel
• The invite to the client Personal Area where you will be able to inform
about and sell services
• The booking summary
• Your signature

AND IT CONTINUES WITH AN INVITE
TO THE CONCERT HALL

The guest’s personal Area

Your Reservation invites your guests to a
dedicated, customised area, where they
can buy deals and services before actually
arriving in the hotel. And not only. Here
they will find every piece of indispensable
information about the local or tourist
areas, events inclusive.

omain

WHAT CONTENTS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE PERSONAL AREA?
• Your hotel photos with the roll over function
• A trip memorandum
• Bookable offers and services
• Events taking place in the local area plus other useful information

THE SYMPHONY
HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH YOUR RESERVATION

DO

COMMUNICATE
& KEEP THE CLIENT’S
BUSINESS

BE SURE ABOUT IT.
NO GUEST WILL FORGET YOU!
Your Reservation is present in every moment
of your relationship with the guests; when
the clients book, when they buy offers and
services, their arrival in the place, their return
home and even on their birthday.
Every occasion is a perfect reason to stay in
touch. Also through social media.

THE WAYS WE OFFER TO COMMUNICATE
AND KEEP A CLIENT’S BUSINESS
• The Email of welcome
• The guest’s Personal Area
• Newsletters, promotions, postcards and
birthday wishes
• Links to social networks
• The complete customisation of email, the
Personal Area and the 3rd level Domain

UPSELLING

HOW MANY SERVICES WILL YOU SELL
BEFORE THE GUESTS ARRIVE IN THE HOTEL?
Certainly a lot. Your Reservation allows you
to advertise all the services that you wish
to promote in your guests Personal Area,
accompanying them with photos and texts,
and gives you the chance to modify them at
your discretion and make them buy them.
Statistics gathered from a sample of over
300 hotels show us that the cost of Your
Reservation repays itself with the direct and
indirect sales of services within a few weeks
of using it. You can simulate a proof of your
revenues from upselling on the homepage of
our site.

THE WAYS WE OFFER YOU
TO DO UPSELLING
• Offers bookable in the client’s
Personal Area
• Management of the offers in real time
in your back end area
• The possibility to automatically vary
the price of the offer

OPTIMIZE
THE WORK
KNOW THE LEVEL OF
SATISFACTION

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF OUR SERVICE
Your Reservation allows you to predispose a
customer satisfaction questionnaire and send
it to the guests once their stay has concluded.
The service is automatic and all you have to
do is consult the report page to assess the
results.
If the judgement is positive, Your Reservation
is intelligent enough to invite the guests
to review their stay on a tourist portal (Trip
Advisor, for example). If the judgement is the
opposite... only you will know about it.

THE WAYS WE OFFER YOU TO
EVALUATE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
• A satisfaction questionnaire sent
automatically
• Reporting under a form of graphics

DAYS ARE EASIER
WHEN THINGS FUNCTION BY THEMSELVES
Thanks to the automatic dispatches of Your
Reservation, you will avoid the need to repeat
the same boring operations every time you
deal with a guest. This not only guarantees
you a greater efficiency, but it leaves you
more free time for other tasks.

THE WAYS WE OFFER YOU
TO OPTIMIZE THE WORK
• Automatic processes
• The sending of services and letters
• The sending of details about local events
• The sending of newsletters, birthday
wishes and surveys
• The management of privacy and
cancellation policy

THE
PERSONAL ASSISTANT

WE WILL ALWAYS BE AT YOUR SIDE.
THAT IS A PROMISE
A Personal Assistant is at your disposition to
help you, advise you or simply to evaluate
together, the performance of your use of
Your Reservation, comparing them with those
of similar hotels of the same typology and
location.
Our Top Calls Hotel Department (TCHD) is
characterised by highly experienced mother
tongue operators, and with specific training
in the hotel-tourism sector, a Business Unit
focalised on the quality of contact and in the
professional approach.

WHAT OUR TCHD
OFFERS YOU
• In-depth knowledge of the platform
Your Reservation
• Communication skills and hotel marketing
• The ability to evaluate reports and advise
you

TOP CALLS HOTEL DEPARTMENT

TOP CALLS HOTEL DEPARTMENT

THE PRINCIPAL TOOLS

SECOND TOOL
LOCAL EVENTS

FIRST TOOL
YOUR SERVICES

EASY TO MANAGE, SENT AUTOMATICALLY
Your Reservation allows you to create services
and offers to propose to your guests in
complete autonomy. You can do it in many
different languages. Setting up a start and
end date for each individual offer. You can
also choose the order of layout in which
the services appear, accompanying them
with an image or PDF file and send them
automatically. Your guests, in turn, will book
them before actually arriving in the hotel.

IN BRIEF
Your services are autonomously
manageable and activated
automatically. The guests will book
them before checking in.
ADVANTAGES FOR THE HOTEL
Upselling
Satisfaction

WHICH GUEST WOULD NOT LIKE TO KNOW
WHAT IS GOING ON LOCALLY?
Informed about everything, even on the
current local events or in the surrounding
area. The attention given to the research
of exhibitions and events is scrupulously
done and entrusted to an editorial staff.
Furthermore, Your Reservation only
suggests the events taking place during the
guests’ period of stay, rendering the service
completely customised. An added tool allows
you to modify the events and add yours to
them.

IN BRIEF
The attention to local events is
entrusted to an editorial staff.
ADVANTAGES FOR THE HOTEL
Communication

THIRD TOOL
THE CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
QUESTIONNAIRE

FORTH TOOL
MAILING CAMPAIGNS

FORGET PAPER! THE CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION IS DIGITAL AND ANALYTICAL
In the area dedicated to customer satisfaction
you can insert all the questions which you
consider useful to understand how your
hotel’s offer is perceived. The questionnaire
is subdivided into sections (reception, rooms,
restaurant etc.), it is automatically sent a
few days after the guest’s departure and the
results reprocessed, in their complex, through
charts and histograms available for immediate
consultation.

IN BRIEF
You can direct all the questions that
you consider opportune to the guests.
A reporting system will help you to
evaluate the results.
ADVANTAGES FOR THE HOTEL
Satisfaction

AND AFTER THE DEPARTURE? BEST WISHES,
OFFERS AND PLENTY OF INFORMATION
Your Reservation allows you to create
and send newsletters, postcards, event
promotions to clients already registered by
the means of a hotel stay or by an imported
register list. The service of email marketing
guarantees an efficient use of the register and
offers detailed reports, including:
• Verification of contact details
• Email receipt notification
• Emails read
• The access to external links
• Mailbox error
The last but not the least important thing,
the layout of the newsletter is customisable
according to the need of the moment,
through the use of a template.

IN BRIEF
You can plan email marketing
campaigns thanks to a tool that is
already integrated in Your
Reservation.
ADVANTAGES FOR THE HOTEL
Communication
Satisfaction

OTHER TOOLS

FIFTH TOOL
CROSS SELLING

PARTNERS. FINALLY A PLACE
WHERE TO PRESENT THEM
Your Reservation guarantees you the same
autonomy already seen in the services
management, also in the proposing of a
selection of commercial partners (bars,
restaurants, shops) to your guests or of
hotels which are part of the same chain.
Furthermore, it is possible to centrally
manage the sponsorship of eventual publicity
campaigns.

With Your Reservation you cannot only
insert images, services, offers, partners and
sponsorships but you can also manage:
• The cancellation policy
• The room type
• The account and names of the hospitality staff
• The text of emails
• Introductory messages
• Road directions and maps
• The processing of personal data

IN BRIEF
You can customize, in the minimum of
detail, communication with the guests.
ADVANTAGES FOR THE HOTEL
Communication

IN BRIEF
You can propose to your guests a
selection of commercial partners
and plan sponsorships or publicity
campaigns.
ADVANTAGES FOR THE HOTEL
Upselling

MOBILITY

Your Reservation is a platform “on the cloud”
that allows you to use the management
interface on a PC, Mac and even on the move.
In the same way, your guests can access the
reserved area and buy services on every type
of device, tablets included. Upon request, it
is possible to develop customised Apps for
tablets that dynamically interact with the
concierge platform.

IN BRIEF
Your Reservation is also intended for
use on the move.
ADVANTAGES FOR THE HOTEL
Satisfaction

CUSTOM
GRAPHICS

THE WELCOMING EMAIL
Provides the customised graphic of the email
to the client according to the look and feel
of the guest’s personal area or to the image
coordinated by the hotel.
THE GUEST’S PERSONAL AREA
Includes the complete customisation
according to the look and feel of the hotel
website or on the original graphic design.
THE 3RD LEVEL DOMAIN
Completes the customisation services,
bringing the platform of Your Reservation
to the hotel’s internal internet domain. In
this way the suite becomes a marketing tool
completely endorsed by the accommodation
concerned.

IN BRIEF
Everything is graphically and technically
customisable. A specific package is dedicated
to each structure.

PACKAGES

Welcoming Email

•

•

•

Guest’s personal Area

•

•

•

Events happening locally and in the surrounding area

•

•

•

Management of room typology

•

•

•

How to arrive at the hotel and maps

•

•

•

The sending of a hotel stay reminder

•

•

•

Management of photos: inserting and processing

•

•

•

Languages supported by the system

2

5

10

The signature of the hotel concierge on the email of welcome

o

•

•

Management of the cancellation policy

o

•

•

Social media activation icons

o

•

•

The handling of personal data

o

•

•

Cross and Upselling forms

o

•

•

Satisfaction questionnaire

o

•

•

Usage statistics

o

•

•

Post training telephone assistance

o

•

•

Commercial offers to send to the guests

o

o

•

Management of deposits: request and confirmation

o

o

•

Autonomous editing of events

o

o

•

Commercial partners and sponsors

o

o

•

Multi use staff management

o

o

•

Management of multiple cancellation policy

o

o

•

Post-stay promotional area

o

o

•

Automatic sending of email greetings cards

o

o

•

Email marketing service

o

o

•

Customised email graphics

o

o

•

Personal Area customised graphics

o

o

•

3rd level Domain

o

o

•

Marketing and communication advice

o

o

•

Your Reservation is offered in 3 solutions, studied for different typologies of accommodation. ESSENTIAL, a package thought of
for small hotels, farmhouses and campsites. MAXIMUM, a product entirely aimed at 4 and 5 star hotels. SUPREME, an entirely
customised version, dedicated to hotels of prestige that want the maximum in order to offer the best.

Sales, Distribution & International Customer Service Direzione Marketing srl . Venice . Italy
T +39.041.5342468
www.your-reservation.com

